Tomotherapeutic portal imaging for radiation treatment verification.
In their tomotherapy concept Mackie and co-workers proposed not only a new technique for IMRT but also an appropriate and satisfactory method of treatment verification. This method allows both monitoring of the portal dose distribution and imaging of the patient anatomy during treatment by means of online CT. This would enable the detection of inaccuracies in dose delivery and patient set-up errors. In this paper results are presented showing that a single electronic portal imaging device (EPID) could deliver all data necessary to establish such a complete verification system for tomotherapy and even other IMRT techniques. Consequently it has to be shown that it is able to record both the low-intensity photon fluences encountered in tomographic imaging and the intense photon transmission of each treatment field. The detector under investigation is a video-based EPID, the BIS 710 (manufactured by Wellhöfer Dosimetrie, Schwarzenbruck, Germany). To examine the suitability of the BIS for CT at 6 MV beam quality, different phantoms were scanned and reconstructed. The agreement between a diamond detector and BIS responses is quantitative. Tomographic reconstruction of a complete set of these transmission profiles resulted in images which resolve 3 cm large objects having a (theoretical) contrast to water of less than 9%. Three millimetre objects with a 100% contrast are clearly visible. The BIS signal was shown to measure photon fluence distributions. The reconstructed images possess a spatial and contrast resolution sufficient for accurate imaging of the patient anatomy, needed for treatment verification in many clinical cases.